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Website: westwiltsflyfishersguild.com

MAY 2017 NEWSLETTER
Next Guild Meeting Wednesday 14th June.
Speaker - Doug Tilley on Flood Relief.
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Holbury Lakes Trip - Wednesday May 10th 2017
THE BAKERS DOZEN - PLUS A.N.OTHER
They were all there - a great turn-out. In glorious and prodigious gathering, a total of
13 comrade ‘Guilders’ all demob-happy to be able to haunt the banks of this very
pretty fishery. We had all made the considerable miles to Holbury Lakes, hidden away
as it is, in this beautiful, almost pampered, countryside corner of Hampshire. Located
on the banks of the pretty little River Dun, a comparitive stone’s throw away from,
and of course a tributary of, the mighty River Test.
It is a delightful spot; a total of four secluded lakes covering seven and a half acres,
with optional brown trout fishing on the bordering River Dun. We had a great day; all
of us I think enjoying the sunshine, the club get-together, and sharing a few yarns,
aspirations, and assorted ailments! The fishing itself was patchy, some enjoying
immediate success, some having to forage and fish hard for any response, myself

included. Montanas and the like proved a good fly for the day, preferably green
thorax; though I see at the weigh-in that others managed to land good trout on many
other patterns. To my knowledge, no-one fell in or came to any mishap. Possibly a first
for the Guild! The overhanging trees, however, claimed or attracted many a wayward
back-cast. And I turned round to see many an angler arm -wrestling, (Basil Fawltyfashion), with an offending, avaricious branch; and heard many an expletive that I had
not encountered outside the monastery, or ’boozer’. Some were so vile they actually
turned the resident rainbow visibly blue - not just the air. On that note they had
rainbows, tiger and blue trout in some abundance in the gin-clear waters of the lakes.
And I am pleased to say (as a club), we caught one, or a few, of each!
An immediate thank you to all the organisers of this fishing outing. It was a total
success, and adds another venue to our repertoire should we wish to return (I’m sure
we will). We had a pleasant mid-day break, good conversation, ample ‘face-fodder’, and
plenty of opportunity to partake of some of the free tea or coffee in the lake-view
club-house, overlooking the distinctive blue-roofed, pagoda-like garden feature.
Photographs were taken of our assembled throng there; captured as time stood still,
sunbathing in the glorious weather - if only to record that crime does pay! Thanks to
all for their vital company, the laughs and unfailing humour during this memorable
afternoon - surely a special day. I loved it.

Courteney

Lunch time break
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One of the Lakes – a beautiful setting

Bagged-up and enjoying the sunshine

An unusual Tiger Trout

Colin weighing in the heaviest trout

A FEW DETAILS on the fish that were caught….
The Guild outing to Holbury Lakes did not disappoint in any way. The weather was
sunny all day, the 4 lakes were clear and the trout could be spotted. We landed 42
fish which included 1 tiger and 4 blues which for 13 of us was pretty good. The largest
rainbow of 4lbs 13oz went to Colin Burbage, Richard Arney landed the only tiger at
1lbs 11oz and Tim Pullen had the heaviest blue at 2lbs 6oz.
Having the fishery to ourselves made the day so much more friendly and stopping for
lunch onsite in the Lodge suitably refreshed everyone for the afternoon. It’s
something we should do again.

Jon
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Stocking the River Frome at Tellisford Wednesday 17th May
Just to let you know we successfully stocked the River Frome today - 150 10" to 12"
Rainbows. They were put in at the five pools between Beat 1 -The Packhorse Bridge
and Beat 9 -Pomeroy Wood.
Apart from pouring down throughout the whole process it was perfect timing because
the Mayfly are appearing in good numbers providing plenty of attractive food rising
to the surface.
Salisbury & District AC now stock at Mayfly time because they reckon it gives the
fish the best chance of adapting to river feeding.
The Mayfly are early this year. They have only just started but will intensify over the
next week. Pick the right time and you'll see clouds of them and the fish going mad
once they've switched on to them.
Special thanks to John Sheppard, Richard Arney, Jon Jonik & Malcolm Bond for
helping to get those fish in the river.
Tight lines at Tellisford - please keep a record of your catches.

Roger

Mayfly Alert! (All you ever need to know!)
We have been enjoying some really warm weather over recent weeks. Much warmer
than we would expect for this time of year. The first Mayfly and Daddy activity of
the year has already been spotted on the Frome!

Mayfly Dry Flies
Grey Wulff - The Grey Wulff is a versatile year round fly but is most commonly used
as a mayfly dun pattern. The Brown Drake Mayfly, & Grey Drake Mayfly – These
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mayfly patterns have large wings and can be gently floated onto the water. They are
more difficult to cast with the large wings but can be used to great effect.

Improved Lively Mayfly - a variation of the Lively Mayfly and the Mayfly
Parachute with their parachutes. These flies are great for use when trout can be
easily startled. Local patterns such as Sweet William, a pattern from Yorkshire, has
proved deadly on different rivers. Finally the Duck's Dun is another excellent
pattern, dressed with the under hackles cut so the body of the fly sits on the water
this is another great fly to use when mayfly abound. The beauty of this pattern is its
body sitting on the water.
Drowned Mayfly Patterns
With their limited lifespan mayflies die and float down the water when trout still pick
them off in great numbers, effective patterns include Olive Drowned
Mayfly and Lunns Spent Mayfly.

Finally Foam Mayfly Patterns
The Foam crippled Mayfly is a final alternative fly for use in this mad time for
fisherman.

FLY TYING - Have you heard that the Peacock is now Cites Registered?
Highly regarded Fly Tyer Hans Van Klinken, famous for his Klinkhammer fly, is now
using Straggle String as a substitute!
As Hans said on his Facebook page "Now the Peacock is on the red list of endangered
species Straggle String suddenly becomes indispensable as a synthetic substitute. It
is an awesome material. Here replacing natural peacock herl for synthetic and the
results are amazing."
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With just 2 cores, Straggle String is the finest micro chenille in the world for fly
tying. Highly versatile tying chenille with subtle UV properties gives the impression of
life-like movement on flies for thoraxes and bodies. Straggle String can be used
simply wrapped around the hook to make amazing czech nymphs, create thoraxes for
klinkhammer and other dry flies with this amazing material.

Match The Hatch!
The coming weeks will see hatches of Large Dark Olives, Pale
Watery (Baetis fuscatus) in rivers, Blue Winged Olive & Sherry Spinner (Ephemerella
ignita) in rivers and Pond Olive (Clieon dipterum) in small still waters.
prepare now and stock up with the right flies!

LOOKING FORWARD…..
Wednesday June 14th – Guild Meeting Speaker – Doug Tilley. Topic – ‘Flood Relief’
‘All Methods Week’ on the Frome – Friday 23rd June - Sunday 2nd July.
For more details please contact Roger.
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Blue Winged Olive - Fly Tying Dressing
For fly tyers, here are tying specifications for the Blue Winged Olive. It is certainly
worth tying the Blue Winged Olive yourself to understand the pleasure of catching a
fish with your own tied fly.

Hook Sizes
Silk Thread
Tail
Body
Hackle
Wing

Dry 4 to 16
Olive
Dun Dark dun hackle fibres
Grey olive fur
Dark cock dun
Dark blue hackle dun, tips set upright

Did you know that the different shades of glasses are designed for
different jobs?
•
•
•
•
•

copper - a general all rounder for rivers and stillwaters
yellow - perfect for low light conditions and are essential for late evening rises
blue mirror - traditionally for blue or salt water conditions
green mirror - salt water or flats fishing
but the blue or green lenses are also fine for the UK/European waters
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Tim’s first ever Blue Trout – 2lbs.6ozs caught at the Guild Day at Holbury
WELL DONE TIM.

HAPPY FISHING ….BOB
PS………
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